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Privacy:
“The Right to be Left Alone.”
Degree to which it
intrudes upon an
individual’s privacy

Mass Explosion Data Collection
Alexa – Give me some privacy
Algorithmic Sciences

Degree to which it
is needed for the
promotion of
legitimate
governmental
interests

Riley v California
Carpenter v U.S.
Birchfield v North Dakota

Successful treatment relies on a relationship of trust
between patients and their treatment providers
Federal and State Laws: An attempt to strike a
balance to protect that trust, thus 42 CFR, part II.

Mental Health and
Substance Use
Information:
Personal & Private

Sharing health
information can be
critical to positive
public health and
safety outcomes

The ‘Balancing Act’ Continues!
SAMHSA has made changes to
42 CFR, part 2 in years 2017, 2018 and
2020, with possibility of more to come.
The basics have not changed:
Written patient consent is still required
for most disclosures.

Why Should Treatment Courts
be Concerned with the Laws of Confidentiality?
Four Reasons

In light of the current national opioid
crisis, now more than ever – people living with SUDs
depend on Part 2’s protections to stay and complete
their treatment without fear of negative consequences.

1. A Treatment Court is a Court of Law
A “New Way” of Doing Court Business

Partner with Treatment
Treatment Issues
Shared Goal of Recovery
Non-adversarial/Team
Staffing Hearing – Team
Discussions
Transform Roles
Communication
Status Review Hearing
Sanctions and Incentives
Immediate Responses

Treatment Court - Participant Rights
• Probation diminishes a probationer’s reasonable expectation
of privacy. They do not have Absolute Liberty; rather
probationer’s have a Conditional Liberty.
Griffin v Wisconsin, 483 U.S. 868 (1987)

• A Participants' consent to participate in Drug Court is not a
blanket waiver of their due process rights, nor a means to
insulate the program altogether from constitutional scrutiny.
Brookman and Carnes v State of Maryland
Sept Term, 2016. Ct of Special App of Maryland.

• A Participant’s consent to share information is not a blanket
waiver of their confidentiality rights.
• There are a few ‘criminal justice’ adjustments to confidentiality
law with special rules that apply.

The Drug Treatment Court Model
How DTCs Make Decisions has Confidentiality Law
and Due Process Implications.

(Washington v Sykes, WA Sup Ct , 2014)

Majority Opinion:
• DTC Model requires a pre-court staffing where the team
discusses the treatment plan of the participant (personal
health information) and seeks to resolve issues to assist
recovery.
• DTC Best Practices/research establishes best results if all
team members, including the judge, attend staffing and
status review hearings.

• DTC Team acts as panel of expert witnesses. Non-adversarial
does not mean non-advocacy.
• DTC Judge takes relevant observations and insights and
recommendations to the bench for the status review hearing.
• DTC Judge engages the participant in the process (procedural
fairness, voice, trust) and uses sanctions and incentives to
change behaviors.
• DTC Judge (then) makes final decision. (If contested and
liberty interest at stake, sanction and/or termination rights are
implicated)
(A) drug court “is a court function, clearly laid out as an
alternative sentencing program under the applicable
statutes.” Commonwealth v Nicely, 326 SW3d 441 (Ky 2010)

1. Teams KNOW Confidentiality
Law
2. Confidentiality Records are
Protected
3. Maintain WRITTEN Policies on
Confidentiality
4. Maintain MOU’s on
Confidentiality for ALL Team
Members
5. Electronic Records Protected
(Security Walls/Passwords)
6. Staffings – if open – Proper
Consent Obtained.

3. Stigma
• Purpose of the Law of Confidentiality - To ensure that
people living with substance use disorders (SUD) are not
made more vulnerable to negative consequences as a
result of seeking treatment.
• Disclosure: Severe negative consequences and discrimination
– Criminal investigation, arrest, prosecution by law
enforcement and incarceration.
– Loss of employment, housing, and child custody
– Loss of housing
– Loss of child custody
– Denials of disability, life, and other types of insurance
– Personal reasons: Right to privacy

“Concerns about confidentiality continue to be one of
patients’ greatest barriers to entering treatment, even
with Part 2’s heightened privacy protections.” SAMHSA
Approximately 20 million people in the United States need
substance use disorder treatment each year, but do not
receive it. Why?
• International studies indicate that addiction to alcohol
and other drugs are among the most stigmatized
conditions in society.
• According to the American Psychiatric Association fear of
stigma can lead patients to forego treatment leading to
poor health outcomes.

Stigma: Conflating the Disease and the Person
Covid-19 - Stigma arises when the virus and the person with the
virus are conflated; when we change the question from what’s to
blame to who’s to blame.
Twenty-plus years of research: The Harms of Stigma

 Health: The stigma of mental and physical illnesses extended to
people with these illnesses can be as harmful as the symptoms
themselves.
 Public: Harm that results when people endorse stereotypes about
individuals with addiction (“they’re tainted") leading to
discrimination.
 Personal: Self-stigma: the disrespect that results when people
associated with addiction internalize stereotypes and feel tainted or
dirty.
 Labeling: People will try to avoid the label by avoiding health-related
experiences.

4. Trust
A participant’s willingness to obey a court’s order is
linked to his or her perception of the court’s legitimacy.
The ‘Power’ of the four principles of procedural fairness.
• Voice – Engaging the participant in the process.
• Neutrality – Fair and balanced between both sides.
• Respectful Treatment – The ‘perception’ of fairness
• Trustworthy – Sincerely trying to help the participants

Why important to drug court team?
Confidentiality Promotes Trust;
Trust Promotes Recovery

Confidentiality Laws
Federal Law:
HIPAA & 42
CFR, part 2

• HIPAA – The privacy of
‘health-related’ information
• 42 CFR, part 2 – The privacy
of substance abuse records

State Law:
Missouri
Statutes

• Many Confidentiality
Statutes
• Missouri Drug Court Statute

HIPAA

Health Insurance Portability & Accountability Act
 HIPAA creates uniform, nationwide standards for
maintaining the privacy of many types of health-related
information, not just SUD information.
 HIPAA protects confidentiality and security of patient
information, but generally is less protective of patient privacy
than 42 CFR, part 2.
 To comply with HIPAA’s Privacy Rule, generally a state’s
health professionals must reconcile their legal obligations
under HIPAA with their state statutes regulating the
disclosure, use, or reporting of confidential health care
information. (Conflict of Laws)
 General Rule: If Treatment Court is in compliance with 42
CFR- it is in HIPAA compliance also (with few exceptions)

42 CFR, part 2
• Protects patient privacy by regulating the way that patient
substance use disorder information can be shared and disclosed.
• Limits the availability of substance abuse records to ensure that
individuals in a treatment program are not more vulnerable with
respect to their privacy than those who do not seek treatment.
Important Distinctions between HIPAA and 42 CFR:
1. HIPAA generally is less protective of patient privacy than 42
CFR, i.e. HIPAA permits disclosures without patient consent for
“treatment, payment, or healthcare operations, and
2. Unlike HIPAA, Part 2’s privacy protections follow the records
even after they are disclosed – the recipient of the records
bound by Part 2’s privacy and security requirements for the Part
2 records. (Redisclosure)

Does 42 CFR, Part 2
Apply to Treatment Courts?
The 42 CFR General Rule applies to:
Screening
Does your treatment
Assessments
court Do?
Referrals
Treatment
Diagnosis
Are we a Treatment Program for the purposes of the
confidentiality regulations?

Application of
42 CFR, part 2
to the
Problem-Solving
Court

 Important: Does not prohibit
the DTC Team from sharing
SUD information, rather
 Confidentiality statutes
control how and under what
circumstances SUD
information may be disclosed.
 “Adult drug courts are
philosophically, functionally,
and intentionally different
from ordinary criminal
courts.” State v. Sykes, 339 P. 3d
972, WASH. S.Ct. 2014

What is Confidential Information
42 CFR, Part 2: “The restrictions on disclosure in these
regulations apply to any information, whether or not
recorded, which:
(i) Would identify a patient as an alcohol or drug
abuser either directly, by reference to other publicly
available information, or through verification of such
an identification by another person,
(ii) Is drug abuse information obtained by a federally
assisted drug abuse program …. for the purpose of
treating alcohol or drug abuse, making a diagnosis for
that treatment, or making a referral for that
treatment.”

The What of
Protected Health Information (PHI)
Question:
Are Drug/Alcohol
Test Results
Protected?

Yes!

Treatment information
–Screening
–Assessments
–Referrals
–Treatment
–Diagnosis and
prognosis

The Who of
Protected Health Information (PHI)

Identity
Question:
You are asked
if someone is in
your DTC?

Not Just Disclosure But Also Re-Disclosure
Per 42 CFR

“Put the
cat back in
the bag”

• Disclosures of Part 2-protected information must be
accompanied by a notice prohibiting redisclosure.
• Same Rules Apply As The Original Disclosure
• Exception 42 CFR, part 2, section 2.35. “An individual in CJS
used to carry out official duties…”

The Problem-Solving Court Model
The Sharing of Information
When and Where Does Confidentiality Matter?
All the time:
 Team member discussions
 At Staffings
 At Status Review Hearings

 Protection survives death

Question?
How do we share
information in
staffing or with the
team and yet
comply with state
and federal
confidentiality laws?

Consent – Why Required?
 Patients in SUD treatment should retain the right to
consent when and to whom their records are
disclosed.
• Treatment Programs may only release information or
records:
With a knowing and written consent from the
participant
A proper consent can authorize all parties involved
in the problem-solving Court
Some limited exceptions

Elements
of a Consent

• Who may make the disclosure
• To whom disclosure may be
made
• Participant’s name
• Purpose of the disclosure
• What kind of information may
be disclosed
• Participant’s signature
• Written and Dated
• Limited in Time
• (Consent cannot be revoked in
a Criminal Court setting)

Question: How does one INSURE a ‘voluntary’ and
‘informed’ consent from the participant?
 Is there a ‘right’ to have lawyer present?
 Interpreter?
 Is the participant alcohol/drug free?
Recommendation: Add to Consent that participant
acknowledges and understands:
 Court Room is OPEN to the public,
 Staffings are CLOSED to the public,
 Waiver of right to be present in staffing.

Consent: HIPAA vs 42 CFR, part 2
• HIPAA prohibits a program from
conditioning treatment on a patient
signing a consent.
• Judges, probation etc. can condition
participation in the DWI Court
program on an offender signing the
consent form

HIPAA Order – Include in Your Consent
• HIPAA requires that all consents be made revocable.
• Although HIPAA does not apply to courts it does apply to the
treatment provider. Therefore, the court should issue an
‘administrative order’ requiring that treatment providers
disclose relevant treatment information to the drug treatment
court team.
• Example: Participant withdraws consent from treatment (can’t
criminal court) the order allows treatment to disclose
information to the court.
• The consent form signed by the participant should reflect
HIPAA requirements.
• If C.A.S.E. – Make sure it is valid!

Client Notice Form
• A second form required by
HIPPA/42 CFR in addition
to the Consent form.

I. Participants must be informed of
privacy rights in writing and given to
the Participant to keep.
II. Name and # to call if violation

Permitted Disclosures–No Consent
Even without
written consent
under what other
circumstances
may you release
information?

• Medical emergency
• Crimes on the premises
• Crimes against staff
• Administration / qualified
service programs working with
drug court
• Outside auditors, central
registries and researchers
• No re-disclosures unless
permitted (Montana v Plouffe)

Mandatory Disclosure–No Consent
• State child abuse laws
• State laws relating to
cause of death
• Duty to protect others, to
warn of imminent, serious
harm

Sharing Information - Exceptions to Consent*

42 CFR recognizes the sensitivity of SUD patient records
by requiring a special court order before turning over
patient records in response to a subpoena, search
warrant, or law enforcement request. 42 CFR §§ 2.61-2.67.

Problem-Solving Courts - Staffings
Purpose:
I. Evaluate and discuss Participant progress in
recovery (Confidential Information)
I. Establishes the ‘framework’ for the Status
Review Hearing.

Staffings & Confidentiality
Closed
• Discretionary with the team
• Not a Violation of ‘Open
Courts’ per Constitution (Sykes,
infra)
• Should be added to consent
• Defense Counsel should be
present. (Def. right to be at
every critical stage of the
proceeding) State of Washington v
Leclech, #70168-1-l unpub’d
06/15/15)

Open
• Discretionary with the team.
• Policies should include who
may be allowed to attend a
staffing if allowed by the
treatment court team;
participants, interested
organizations?
• Signed Waivers?
• Add to your consent form so
participant knows

No final decisions concerning disputed facts or legal
issues in the case. (Judge Meyer, NDCI Benchbook)

State of Washington v Fikru Kelifa
Court of Appeals of Washington, Div One, July 13, 2015
Relied on State v Sykes, upheld closed staffing based on waiver.
The agreement stated in pertinent part:
• Paragraph 20. As Part of the Drug Court Protocol, the judge will
meet regularly with a group consisting of my attorney, the
prosecutor and treatment staff to discuss my case. I will not be
present during these meetings, they will not be recorded, and
they will not be open to the public. The judge will not make any
decisions at these meetings and will give me the opportunity to
provide input at a subsequent hearing before making a
decision in my case. I agree to this procedure and ask the Court
to proceed without me in these meetings.
• At End of Agreement: My lawyer and I have reviewed and
discussed all of the above paragraphs 1 through 20. I
understand them all and do hereby knowingly give up these
rights.

Example: Status Review Sessions
Apply Federal and State Law
• Article 1, § 20 of the 1963 Michigan Constitution.
• MCL 600.1420. The sittings of every court within
this state shall be public.
• Caselaw: "[T]he party seeking to close the hearing must advance
an overriding interest that is likely to be prejudiced, the closure
must be no broader than necessary to protect that interest, the
trial court must consider reasonable alternatives to closing the
proceeding, and it must make findings adequate to support the
closure."'” (People v Vaughn, 491 Mich 642 (2012) citing Presley, v
Georgia, 558 US at 214, quoting Waller v Georgia, 467 US 39, 48
(1984)

Standard of
Minimization

Standard of Minimization
Despite the high level of protection afforded to Substance Use
information and treatment by the Confidentiality Law:
1. DTC teams can obtain the level of information they need to
determine if participants are complying with drug court
program requirements.
2. “However, there may be instances in which compliance with
these provisions will require limiting the extent of
information disclosed as well as the forum in which it is
presented.” Drug Court Resource Series, Practical Guide for Applying
Confidentiality Laws to Drug Court Operations. OJP, U.S. Department of Justice.

Example: Open and public courtroom trumps federal
confidentiality requirements. State of Florida v Noelle Bush,
infra.

Status Review Hearing - Four Court Scenarios
1.

Regular Status Review Hearings: Confidential information can and
should be avoided.

2.

Regular Status Review Hearing with ‘uncontested’ violation and
court orders a sanction. Confidential information should be
avoided. Both violation and sanction can be addressed without
reference to protected health information.
Tip: Written waiver of hearing and rights and admission of violation.
Violation referred to in ‘general terms’ (i.e. probation violation, missed
counseling appointment, missed obligation of probation agreement,
violation as discussed with your probation officer.)

3.

Treatment Court Violation – Contested Hearing. Confidential
information may be discussed per 42 CFR, part 2, if meets the
requirements of 2.35 and the Standard of Minimization.

4.

Treatment Court Termination Hearing. Confidential information
may be re-disclosed per 42 CFR, part 2, if meets requirements of
section 2.35 and the Standard of Minimization.

Violation 42 CFR and Due Process & 5th Amendment
State’s use of confidential Treatment Court Material:
State of Montana v. Plouffe, 329 P3d 1255 (2014)
• Facts: Shared drug test results with non-team law enforcement.
• Issue: Was Plouffe’s constitutional right against compelled selfincrimination (5th A.) violated by the State’s use of confidential
Treatment Court material?
• Holding: The State (P.O.) violated (DTC statute) by disclosing
confidential drug testing information to law enforcement in order to
investigate a new crime.
• A footnote admonishment: “in order to protect the integrity of the
treatment court process, guidelines must be in place which guard
against unauthorized disclosure of confidential material. To the extent
such guidelines are absent or perhaps unobserved by the (DTC) we
suggest that the Treatment Team reacquaint themselves with these
principles.”
(Citing NADCP Drug Court Standards; BJA)

Confidentiality Resources: C.A.S.E.
MOU’S
Signed by ALL
Team Members
(Don’t Forget
NEW
Team Members)

• Model Confidentiality Policy and
Procedure Regulating and Controlling
Access to and Use of Written and
Electronic Confidential Records
• Model Memorandum of Understanding
Regarding Confidentiality
• Model Multi-Party Consent to Release
Information
• Model Staffing Visitor Confidentiality
Agreement and Participant Consent to
Release Information
• Model Team Member Confidentiality
Agreement

Operational Checklist
 Secure room and/or
locked file cabinet: Keep
separate
 No public access
 Label drug court files
“confidential”
 Written procedure for
Access and Use and for
Data Storage
 Educate courthouse staff

Forms for Disclosure Consent
Form for Client Notice
Form for Qualified Service
Provider
MOU on Confidentiality - Signed
by ALL team Members (Remember
new Members) and review it
annually!
Written consent and notice form
for DWI Court visitors and
observers

Operational Checklist: Computerized records
Password-protected records
Consult computer specialist
Limit access to records even further
after consent expires or is revoked
Seal by changing the password

Tips: Confidentiality and Sharing Information
 Federal and State Confidentiality Laws must be
built into the daily operations of the drug court.
 Review and update Policies and Procedures Manual
 Designate a ‘Team Confidentiality Expert’

5 Question Quiz (to Demonstrate Learning)
1. Why is the Law of Confidentiality Important for Treatment Courts?
a. To build trust?
b. To avoid stigma?
c. To comply with best practices?
d. To comply with the law?
e. All of the above?
2. Confidential information that is shared at a staffing may be
disclosed to the prosecutor’s office? True or False
3. Which of the following is NOT required for a valid consent?
a. Purpose of the disclosure.
b. What information may be disclosed.
c. Statement that information may not be redisclosed.
d. In writing and dated.
e. Limited in time.

Quiz Continued:
4. The review hearing is a good time for team members to comment
on how treatment is progressing? TRUE or FALSE?
5. The following information is protected under 42 CFR, part 2 except
for what?
a. Diagnosis of participant
b. Name of participant
c. Name of the treatment court
d. Assessment
e. Drug test results

Contact Information:

Judge Patrick C. Bowler, ret.
(616) 644-2178
pcbowler@gmail.com

